
Validation of satellite data 
•More detailed version of this is in \Course\4\Validation_2015.pdf on 
DVD or http://www.wimsoft.com/Course/4/Validation_2015.pdf 

•Satellite measurements are typically indirect measurements of the 
variable that we want to estimate. For example, top of the atmosphere 
(TOA) radiance is used to estimate Chl-a in the water column but only 
up to ~5-10% of the TOA radiance originates from the water column and 
can carry information about the water (after being affected by 
scattering and absorption in the water column). 

• Other variables, e.g. primary production (NPP, mg C m-2 d-1), are even 
more difficult to estimate by satellites: (1) NPP is a derived variable of 
multiple derived variables (Chl-a, PAR, backscatter, etc); (2) NPP is a rate 
(mg C m-2 d-1) and not a concentration; (3) NPP algorithm  depends on 
simplified models and parameterizations. 

•Therefore, large errors are expected and difficult to avoid! 
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http://www.wimsoft.com/Course/4/Validation_2014.pdf


Rrs 

Example 1, Chl-s estimates in high-CDOM Arctic waters  
Csat (satellite-derived surface Chl-a) is the primary output of OCR and 
is operationally derived using band-ratio algorithms which cannot 
separate Chl-a from CDOM and other absorbing components  
large errors where CDOM is high or not tightly coupled to Chl-a. 
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In situ Chl-a data from the Beaufort Sea from Ben Mustafa et al. (2012) 



Validation , cont. 
While satellite measurements are essential for making regional and 
global estimates, they may have large errors and need validation, i.e. 
comparison with “ground truth”. Validation is a primary step in the 
process of making sure that satellite data are indeed a fair 
representation of the true values.  

Validation is different from calibration (including vicarious calibration) 
that is usually done by space agencies. Validation can be: 

1. against  in situ measurements; 

2. against model or theoretical estimates (e.g. Rrs > 0; Ed <= solar 
flux). Modelers want sat data to validate their models, sat 
oceanographers expect models to validate sat estimates); 

3. between different satellite or aircraft sensors - which one is right? 

Comparison with in situ point measurements is often called match-up 
analysis.  

A related task is to compare in situ measurements of any kind (e.g. fish 
catch, whale abundance, seabird abundance) with any satellite data 
(e.g. SST, Chl-a) ) to find relationships (but not to validate!) 
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Differences in scale between satellite and in 
situ measurements 

High-resolution in situ transect of Chl-a 
fluorescence by ALF and a corresponding 
satellite chlor_a from MODIS-Aqua (A106). 
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•Nearest pixels are invalid (too close to 
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Stations 



~1000 km x ~1000 km 
Chl-a: <0.1 … 10, i.e. 
100 x variation 

10x10 km 



HABs with extreme scattering 
(Nodularia spumigena dominated blooms in the Baltic Sea) 

Strong scattering enhanced by the vacuoles in Nodularia cells, extreme 
spatial variability = patchiness  problem for satellite validations 
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MODIS-Terra, 2005/07/11 



Sample match-up analysis: Chl-a 
Assume that we have point data from a cruise: C:\Sat\P0810.csv  - English (US)  

 

 

 

 
Copies of the same data are in P0810.xlsx, P0810_tab.csv, P0810_semicolon.csv. 

Note that Longitude (decimal deg) is first, followed by Latitude (decimal deg). 
Date and Time are GMT (UTC) and Date is in the US format MM/DD/YYYY. 

Use the _semicolon.csv version if, e.g., in region French (France). In Win8 you 
can change region in Control Panel – Region, e.g. English (United States).  

After the essential 4 columns (Lon, Lat, Date, Time) you may have unlimited 
additional columns. 

Note that the date 10/14/2008 in P0810.csv  has been replaced with 
14/10/2008 in P0810_semicolon.csv. Cases like 4/7/2008  and 7/4/2008 may 
cause confusion. 
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Levels of validation - 1 
1. Right-click 

Load image from C:\Sat\MODISA\L2\CAL\A2008_cruise_chl.hdf (double-click!) – 
and use right-click to find longitude/latitude of a pixel. 
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Try to find matching satellite Chl-a 
values using the lat and lon of your in 
situ data with the lat and lon of a pixel 
on the image. It is time consuming and 
error-prone. 
 
This is obviously not a smart way! 



Levels of validation - 2 
2. Using Geo-Get Vector Objects 

More advanced is to use the Geo-Get Vector Objects menu option 

•Load a sample image (C:\Sat\MODISA\L2\CAL\A2008_cruise_chl.hdf ); 

•Use menu Geo-Get Vector Objects-Point (Bitmap Only, Geographic Lon, Lat, Float 
Lon Lat), select sample point file: C:\Sat\P0810.csv    - must be in English (US) format 
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Levels of validation - 2 
2. Using Geo-Get Vector Objects: 

Using 1 image and multiple stations (points) from point file: 
C:\Sat\P0810.csv;  

Can get statistics for each point : select a point and Statistics 
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Levels of validation - 2 

Select a point in the Vector Objects table and see which one is blinking.  

Select Statistics for the selected point. The statistics is calculated for a 3 x 3 
pixel window centered at the point. Note the values of Nin (= number of 
pixels in the valid range) and Nout (= number of pixels out of the valid range). 
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 This is a 3 x3 pixel window 
centered at the nearest pixel  
for statistics of each point 

 You need to specify 
the valid Min and Max for 
statistics. Check out the 
pixel value over land! 

You can select one or more (or all) the points 
and save all the statistics into a new text file, 
e.g. junk.csv with the Save Lat,Lon,Value 
button  



Levels of validation - 2 

Using Geo-Get Vector Objects interactively in WIM 
works fine if you have many in situ values with a single 
satellite image. However, often the satellite image 
closest in time is cloudy and you need to match your in 
situ points with other images. Which image to pick for 
each of the points becomes a difficult problem to solve 
as you need to consider: 

(1) is the image area corresponding to the point clear? 

(2) which match-up image to pick if you have more than 
one clear scene? 
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Levels of validation - 3 

3. Using wam_match : If you have many points and many 
images.   

wam_match uses:  

(1) a List of images (C:\Sat\MODISA\L2\list_daily.txt ), and 

(2) a List of Point data with longitude, latitude, date and time: In 
region English (US) use C:\Sat\P0810.csv but in French 
(France) region you can use C:\Sat\P0810_semicolon.csv or 
C:\Sat\P0810_tab.csv 

The match-up output can be saved in a CSV file. You can select 
the maximum time lag allowed (e.g. 28 hr), the size of the 
pixel window to consider (e.g. 3 x 3), the minimum number 
of valid pixels required (e.g. 5).  
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Levels of validation - 3 
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You can visualize the match-up points in a X-Y scatter plot, get 
linear regressions, examine and eliminate individual match-up 
points, save in various formats, etc. You can easily find and 
eliminate outliers and that increases the r2. 
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Select X Variable: Chl   



Levels of validation - 4 
4.1. wam_match_nearest 
Uses a List of Points and a matching set of images. No need to specify the list 
of images. If in French (France) region, use P0810_semicolon.csv ! 

cd C:\Sat 
wam_match_nearest P0810.csv C:\Sat\MODISA\L2\A2008_chl_day\A*.hdf 
maxDiffDays=5 plotNthColumn=10 xMin=-2 xMax=2 yMin=-2 yMax=2 

wam_match_nearest P0810.csv C:\Sat\MODISA\L3\Daily\CHL_9\2008\A*.hdf 
maxDiffDays=5 plotNthColumn=10 xMin=-2 xMax=2 yMin=-2 yMax=2 
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Levels of validation - 4 
4.1. wam_match_nearest, cont. 
With default options wam_match_nearest finds 66 match-ups, i.e. for each 
station with the default max time lag of 5 days. We can refine the match-ups 
(with a shorter max time lag, etc). Note the output file name if you used 
P0810_tab.csv or P0810_semicolon.csv 

wam_read_match P0810_MODISA_l3m.csv plotNthColumn=10 maxDiffDays=0.5 
xMin=-2 xMax=1 yMin=-2 yMax=1 
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Type wam_read_match without arguments to 
see options! SaveStatist=yes saves in a *.csv file 
Statistics for Algorithm 
         ALL     Screened 
N       66      27 
MinInsitu       0.09    0.09 
MaxInsitu       2.02    1.16 
MinSat  0.08015437      0.08015437 
MaxSat  7.848697        1.05547 
MAPE    30.13815        28.57439 
MRPE    14.67942        8.418235 
LogBias 0.05055873      0.03087824 
SIQR    29.85722        26.1722 
RMS     0.2095558       0.1905169 
intcpt  -0.06111943     -0.1762498 
slope   0.7659538       0.6255847 
R2      0.7473679       0.6578406 
….. 



Levels of validation - 4 
4.2. wam_match_l2 : match with Level-2 images, initially with 5 day diff 

wam_match_l2 P0810.csv C:\Sat\MODISA\L2\2008\A*.hdf maxDiffDays=5  

wam_read_match P0810_MODISA.csv plotNthColumn=10 xMin=-2 xMax=1 yMin=-2 yMax=1 

wam_read_match P0810_MODISA.csv plotNthColumn=10 maxDiffDays=0.125 xMin=-2 xMax=1 
yMin=-2 yMax=1    - Must use decimal comma if  in French (France) ! 
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Sensor against sensor validation 
5.1  Validating Rrs from MODISA against SeaWiFS, MODIST and MERIS 

 

 

 

cd C:\Sat 

wam_pixelwise_match   C:\Sat\MODISA\L3\Daily\CHL_9\2008\A*.hdf 
C:\Sat\SEAWIFS\L3\Daily\CHL_9\2008\S*.hdf 
Masks\Mask_strip2_4320x2160.hdf xMin=-2 xMax=1 yMin=-2 yMax=1 

wam_pixelwise_match   C:\Sat\MODISA\L3\Daily\CHL_9\2008\A*.hdf 
C:\Sat\MODIST\L3\Daily\CHL_9\2008\T*.hdf 
Masks\Mask_strip2_4320x2160.hdf xMin=-2 xMax=1 yMin=-2 yMax=1 
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Sensor against sensor validation, cont. 
5.1  Validating chlor_a from SeaWiFS & MODIST against MODISA 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pixel-wise comparison of SeaWiFS (left) and MODIST (right) chlor_a 
against MODISA in the California Current region in October, 2008. 
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Sensor against sensor validation, cont. 
5.1  Validating Rrs from SeaWiFS & MODIST against MODISA 
wam_pixelwise_match   C:\Sat\MODISA\L3\Daily\Rrs_9\2008\A*412_9km 

C:\Sat\SEAWIFS\L3\Daily\Rrs_9\2008\S*412_9km  Masks\Mask_strip2_4320x2160.hdf xMin=-3.5 xMax=-1.5 
yMin=-3.5 yMax=-1.5 

REMOVED! wam_pixelwise_match   C:\Sat\MODISA\L3\Daily\Rrs_9\2008\A*412_9km 
C:\Sat\MERIS\L3\Daily\Rrs_9\2008\L3b*RRS412*.hdf  Masks\Mask_strip2_4320x2160.hdf xMin=-3.5 xMax=-1.5 
yMin=-3.5 yMax=-1.5 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pixel-wise comparison of SeaWiFS (left) and MERIS (right) Rrs412 against MODISA in the 
California Current region in October, 2008. 
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Must use decimal comma if  in French (France) ! 



5.2  Validating PAR from MODIST against MODISA 
• Open any PAR image from \Sat\MODISA\L3\Daily\PAR_9\ or  

\Sat\MODIST\L3\Daily\PAR_9\ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Observe missing data in gaps between orbits swaths: missing PAR on daily 
images limits our calculations of, e.g. Primary Productivity, therefore it is 
desirable to merge PAR data from multiple sensors and 1) eliminate the 
gaps, and 2) reduce errors by averaging over multiple sensors. 

• However, before merging data from multiple sensors we need to make 
sure that PAR data from different sensors is compatible. Therefore we will 
examine PAR from MODISA versus PAR from MODIST 

 

 

Sensor against sensor validation 
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Sensor against sensor validation 
5.2  Validating PAR from MODIST against MODISA 

 

 

 
 

We limit our area of interest to the strip off Pt. Conception, CA 

cd C:\Sat     

wam_pixelwise_match MODISA\L3\Daily\PAR_9\2008\A*.hdf 
MODIST\L3\Daily\PAR_9\2008\T*.hdf Masks\Mask_strip2_4320x2160.hdf 
xMin=0.5 xMax=2.5 yMin=0.5 yMax=2.5 

wam_pixelwise_match MODISA\L3\Monthly\PAR_9\A*.hdf 
MODIST\L3\Monthly\PAR_9\T*.hdf Masks\Mask_strip2_4320x2160.hdf xMin=1 
xMax=2 yMin=1 yMax=2 

Using decimal comma if  in French (France): 

wam_pixelwise_match MODISA\L3\Daily\PAR_9\2008\A*.hdf 
MODIST\L3\Daily\PAR_9\2008\T*.hdf Masks\Mask_strip2_4320x2160.hdf 
xMin=0,5 xMax=2,5 yMin=0,5 yMax=2,5 
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Must use decimal comma if  in French (France) ! 



Sensor against sensor validation, cont. 
5.2  Validating PAR from MODIST against MODISA 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Pixel-wise comparison of MODIST PAR against MODISA PAR using daily images 
(left) and monthly images (right) off California (January 1-20, 2012 or 12 
months of 2004). We conclude that PAR estimates from MODISA and MODIST 
are compatible. 
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Explain the difference! Why? 



6 Validating Primary Production estimates 

6.1  wam_match_nearest 
Saba et al. (2011), An evaluation of ocean color model estimates of marine 

primary productivity in coastal and pelagic regions across the globe, 
Biogeosciences, 8, 489–503. 

Here we use MedWap_NPP.csv  against 8-day NPP datasets by OSU: 

cd C:\Sat 

wam_match_nearest MedWap_NPP.csv 
MODISA\L4\8Day\NPP_VGPM_OSU_byte\*.hdf plotNthColumn=6 xMin=1 
xMax=4 yMin=1 yMax=4 

 

Output : 

MedWap_NPP_Satellite_npp_Log.csv 

Satellite for sensor as OSU data have no  

sensor info.  
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Must use *_tab.csv if in French (France) 

Use MedWap_NPP_tab.csv if  in French (France) 



6.1  Validating Primary Production estimates, cont. 
Separate Mediterranean Sea (left) and West Antarctica Peninsula (right) 

wam_match_nearest Med_NPP.csv MODISA\L4\8Day\NPP_VGPM_OSU_byte\*.hdf 
plotNthColumn=6 xMin=1 xMax=4 yMin=1 yMax=4 

wam_match_nearest Wap_NPP.csv MODISA\L4\8Day\NPP_VGPM_OSU_byte\*.hdf 
plotNthColumn=6 xMin=1 xMax=4 yMin=1 yMax=4 
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Use  *_tab.csv if  in French (France) Use  *_tab.csv if  in French (France) 


